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ABSTRACT 
For an Archimedean Riesz space we introduce a Dedekind a-complete hull, different from Quinn's 
cr-completion and admitting extension of cr-homomorphisms rather than normal homomorphisms. 
INTRODUCTION 
In Definition 2.3 of [4], J. Quinn introduces the Dedekind a-completion. Somewhat 
loosely, the Dedekind cr-completion of an Archimedean Riesz space E is a 
Dedekind a-complete Riesz space F containing E as an order dense Riesz subspace 
such that no proper Riesz subspace of F that contains E can be Dedekind 
g-complete. Such an F always exists and is essentially unique. It has the expected 
extension property: any normal Riesz homomorphism of E into any Dedekind 
g-complete Riesz space can be factored over F [1, p. 11]. 
However, in the context of a-completeness the natural extension property does 
not involve normal homomorphisms but a-homomorphisms (i.e., homomorphisms 
that preserve countable suprema), and that makes a big difference. It is our purpose 
to describe a or-completion E a that allows unique extension f a-homomorphisms 
of E into Dedekind o--complete spaces. (It was first proposed in van Haandel's 
Ph.D. Thesis [5].) In general, it differs from Quinn's a-completion; indeed E 
may not be order dense in it. It turns out that our E ~ admits extension, not 
E-mails: marisvanhaandel@wanadoo.nl (M.B.J.G. van Haandel), T.vanderEem@math.ru.nl 
(A.C.M. van Rooij). 
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only of a-homomorphisms but of a-order continuous order bounded linear maps 
(Theorem 5.4). 
We also present a "universal a-completion", different from the one of [1], but in 
the given context more natural. 
Our strategy is first to construct "by hands" the a-completion of C(X), then 
to apply the Yosida Representation Theorem to extend the result to unitary Riesz 
spaces, and finally to tackle an arbitrary Archimedean Riesz space E by an inductive 
limit argument. 
It is possible to prove the existence of the Dedekind and universal a-completions 
of E in an abstract way by considering "all" couples (F~, T,~) consisting of a Riesz 
space F~ and a a-homomorphism T~: E -+ F~, and embedding E in the Cartesian 
product 1-I~ T~. We will develop a proof that is more enlightening. 
1. DEF IN IT IONS 
For unexplained terminology we refer to [1,3,6]. All our Riesz spaces are 
Archimedean. 
For a Riesz space E and a 6 E, the Riesz ideal and the band of E generated by a 
are denoted idE [a] and bandE [a]. 
A Riesz space E is said to be Dedekind a-complete if every countable nonempty 
subset of E that has an upper bound also has a supremum. E is universally 
a-complete (here we follow [1], not [3]) if it is Dedekind a-complete and every 
countable nonempty disjoint subset of E + has a supremum. 
I f  E and F are Riesz spaces, a Riesz homomorphism ~o: E --+ F is called a a-  
homomorphism if ~0(supX) = sup~o(X) for every countable subset X of E that has 
a supremum in E. This is the case if and only if 
xn$0 inE  ~ ~o(x,,) $O in F. 
In the following we differ from [1] and [3]. 
Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space. A Dedekind [or: universal] a-completion 
of E is a pair (H, T) consisting ofa Dedekind [universally] a-complete Riesz space 
H and a a-homomorphism T:E  --~ H such that for any Dedekind [universally] 
a-complete Riesz space F and any a-homomorphism ~p :E ~ F there is a unique 
a-homomorphism 7r :H --~ F with ~o = lp T. 
T E >H 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
F 
Often, in particular when E C H and T is the identity map, we will suppress the 
"T"  and view H itself as a Dedekind [universal] a-completion of E. 
In the usual way one shows that there exists at most one object with this 
universal property. Indeed, suppose (HI, T1) and (/42, T2) are Dedekind [universal] 
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a-completions of  E. For i, j 6 {1,2} there is a unique a-homomorphism lp j  i : Hi 
Hj with 7) = 7zjiTi. Then lPlI and lP22 are the identity maps of  H1 and/ /2,  and 
lPl! = ~12~r21, lP22 ~--- ~21 ~22- Thus, ~r12 is a Riesz isomorphism. 
At this stage we can already observe that, if E has a Dedekind or universal 
a-completion (H, T), then T must be injective, because the embedding of  E 
into its universal completion E u (see [1]) factors through it. This allows us to 
identify E with T(E) and view E as a Riesz subspace of  its Dedekind [universal] 
a-completion. 
Let X be a subset of  a Dedekind a-complete Riesz space E. Following [1] we 
say that X is a-order closed in E if x 6 X whenever x is the order limit (in E) of  
a sequence of elements of  X. By aclE(X) we denote the smallest a-order closed 
subset of  E that contains X, and we say that X is a-dense in E if ~cle(X)  = E. 
(Admittedly, this language is unsatisfactory, but we must avoid the term "order 
dense", which has quite different connotations.) 
Lemma 1.1. Let D be a Riesz subspace of  a Dedekind a-complete Riesz space E. 
(i) D is a-order closed in E i f  and only if  it is closed for countable suprema. 
(ii) Suppose D is a Riesz ideal in E. Then aclE(D) is precisely the a-ideal of  E 
generated by D. For x in E we have 
x E ac le (D)  ,'. ',, Xn t ]xlfor certain xl, x2 . . . .  E D +, 
so that, in particular, D is a-dense in aClE(D). 
ProoL (i) Assume that D is closed for countable suprema (and, consequently, 
infima). Let (xn)ncN be a sequence in D, order converging in the sense of  E, to 
x ~ E. There exist yl, y~_ . . . .  ~ E + with Ix - xn ] ~< y,, for all n, and Yn $ 0 in E. 
Then xn ~< x + yn ~< x + yl for every n, so the set {xn, x~+~ . . . .  } has a supremum, 
zn, in E. Now zn 6 D and an $ x in E, so x 6 D. 
(ii) The set S := {x E E+: x is the supremum of  a countable subset of  D + } is 
closed for multiplication by positive scalars and i fa  ~ S, then {x c E+: x ~< a} C S. 
It follows that S is a semi-group under addition. Then {x c E: Ixl ~ S} is just the 
a-ideal of  E generated by D. The rest is straightforward. [] 
2. EXTENDING a-HOMOMORPHISMS 
Theorem 2.1. Let D be a a-dense Riesz ideal in an Archimedean Riesz space E 
and let q~ be a cr-homomorphism of  D into a universally a-complete Riesz space F. 
Then q~ extends uniquely to a a-homomorphism E -+ F. 
Proof. (I) By (ii) of  Lemma 1.1, every element of  E + is the supremum of  a 
countable subset of  D +, so there is at most one a-homomorphism E --~ F that 
extends ~o. 
(II) Let a 6 E +. Choose al, a2 . . . .  in D + with an ~ a. We prove {~o(al), ~o(a2) . . . .  } 
to be order bounded in F. 
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For i ~ N, let Pi : F ~ F be the projection onto the principal band generated by 
~p((2ai - a)+),  and P0 := 0. Then Po ~< P1 ~ "" "; put Qi := Pi - Pi-1 (i ~ N). By 
universal a-completeness the set {Qiqg(2ai): i c N} has a supremum, b, in F.  
For n , i  c N, setting x := q)(2ai - an), we obtain x + ~> q)((2ai - a)+),  so 
that x -  _k ~o((2ai - a)+),  and 0 = P / (x - )  ~> Qi (x - )  = Qi (x) - ,  i.e., 0 ~< Qi(x). 
Thus, for all n, i E N we have Qiqg(an) <~ Qiqg(2ai) <~ b. But then for every n, 
~O(an) = sup/¢p(an A (2ai -- a) +) = supi ~O(an) A ~p((2ai -- a) +) ~< sup/Pi~o(an) =
sup/QlgO(an) v ... v Qiq)(an) ~ b. 
(III) Continuing the above reasoning we see that, F being Dedekind a-complete,  
a I := SUPn 99(an) exists in F.  Moreover, for x in D + with x ~< a we have ~0(x) = 
q~(sup, x Aan) = sup~ ~o(x Aa~) ~< aq Consequently, a ~ = sup{~o(x): x ~ D +, x <<. a}. 
(IV) From (III) we infer that for every a in E + the set {~p(x): x ~ D +, x <<. a} 
has a supremum, ~(a) ,  in F, and that qg(a~) 1" ~(a)  whenever a l ,  a2 . . . .  6 D +, 
an I" a. It follows easily that the map ~:E  + ~ F is additive and preserves 
countable suprema. From there, the extension of  • to a o--homomorphism E ~ F 
is standard. [] 
Coro l la ry  2.2. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space, e ~ E +, and let ~o be a 
~r-homomorphism of  idE[e] into a universally a-complete Riesz space F. Then ~o 
extends uniquely to a cr-homomorphism d~ :E --+ bandF[~o(e)], determined by 
qb(x) = sup~p(x A ne) (x C E+). 
n 
Proof.  Without loss of  generality, assume bandF [~o (e)] = F.  
Set H := E/{e} a, and let Q : E --+ H be the quotient map. Q(e) is a weak unit 
in H,  so idn[Q(e)]  is a-dense in H.  Furthermore, Q defines a Riesz isomorphism 
between ide[e] and id/-/[Q(e)], so Q(x) w-~ ~o(x) (x ~ ide[e]) is a o--homomorphism 
id/-/[Q(e)] --+ F and extends to a cr-homomorphism 7p:H -+ F by Theorem 2.1. 
Then q~ := ~pQ is a ~r-homomorphism E ~ F extending qg, and for x 6 E + we have 
qb(x) ---- ~(SUPn Q(x ) A n Q(e) ) = supn 7pQ(x A ne) ~- SUPn tp(x A ne). 
As to the uniqueness: I f  qJ : E --+ bandF[~o(e)] is a cr-homomorphism extend- 
ing ~o, then for x 6 E + we have qJ(x) = sup~ qJ(x) A n~o(e) = supn qJ(x A ne) = 
SUpn q)(X A ne) = qb(x), SO qJ = qb. [] 
A more immediate consequence of  Theorem 2.1: 
Coro l la ry  2.3. I f  E is a a-dense Riesz ideal in a Dedekind [universally] or- 
complete Riesz space F, then F is a Dedekind [universal] or-completion o f  E. 
In the same vein: 
Theorem 2.4. Let (H, T) be a Dedela'nd a-completion o f  an Archimedean Riesz 
space E. Assume H is a Riesz ideal o f  a universally or-complete space G, and let H 
be the a-ideal o f  G generated by H. Then (H, T) is a universal or-completion o f  E. 
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Proof. Let q) be a a-homomorphism of E into a universally a-complete Riesz 
space F. There is a unique a-homomorphism O0:H ~ F with ~o = ~P0T. By 
Lemma 1.1 (ii), H is a-dense in H. Now apply Theorem 2.1. [] 
3. A SPECIAL CASE 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. We make Dedekind and universal or- 
completions of the space C(X) of all continuous functions on X. (This is where 
our construction differs from Quinn's.) 
For Z c X, by lz  we denote the indicator function of Z. 
The Baire a-algebra of X is the smallest or-algebra that makes all continuous 
functions measurable. A Baire function on X is a function that is measurable 
relatively to the Baire a-algebra. The Baire functions X --+ ]I{ form a universally 
a-complete Riesz space Baire ~ (X) in which the supremum of any countable subset 
is the pointwise supremum. By Baire(X) we denote the Riesz ideal of Baire~(X) 
consisting of all bounded Baire functions. 
It is a standard construction to form the quotient of Baire(X) (or Borel(X), the 
space of all bounded Borel measurable functions) by the a-ideal of all functions that 
vanish offsets of the first category. The resulting quotient is a Dedekind a-complete 
Riesz space containing C(X) as an order dense Riesz subspace, Borel(X) leading 
to the Dedekind completion, Baire(X) to Quinn's Dedekind a-completion (see [5]). 
Our approach is similar, but we use a different concept of"negligibility". 
A subset Z of X is called very small if there exist f l ,  f2 . . . .  in C(X) such that 
fn 4, 0 in the sense of the Riesz space C(X) whereas fn ) l z  pointwise for every n. 
This is the case if and only if Z is contained in a closed Ga-set with empty interior. 
A set is said to be small if it is a union of countably many very small sets. Small sets 
are of the first category; the converse is false. (For an example, if X is the one-point 
compactification f an uncountable discrete space Y, the one-element set X\ Y is of 
the first category but not small.) 
The functions f in Baire~(X) for which {x: f(x) # 0} is small form a a-ideal 
S~(X). As S°°(X) is uniformly closed, the quotient 
B~(X) := Baire~(X)/S~(X) 
is an Archimedean Riesz space. As S°°(X) is a a-ideal, the quotient map 
Baire°°(X) ~ B~(X) is a ~r-homomorphism. It is straightforward to show that 
B°°(X) is universally a-complete (see [1, Theorem 23.8]). 
S(X) := S°°(X) ~ Baire(X) is a a-ideal in Baire(X), and 
B(X) := Baire(X)/S(X) 
is Dedekind c~-complete. The inclusions C(X) C Baire(X) C Bair&C(X) induce 
injective homomorphisms C(X) -+ B(X) --+ B~(X); we view C(X) as a subspace 
of B(X), and B(X) as a subspace (and principal and a-dense ideal) of B~(X). 
C(X) may not be order dense in B(X) (see Section 6) but it is a-dense: 
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Lemma 3.1. C(X) is a-dense in each of the spaces Baire ~ (X), Baire(X), B ~ (X), 
and B(X). 
Proof for Baire~(X). (The rest of the lemma follows easily.) In Baire~(X), order 
convergence of sequences i  the same as pointwise convergence. Thus, let D be the 
smallest set of functions on X that contains C(X) and is closed for pointwise limits 
of sequences; we are done if D D Baire~(X). But that is known. (Sketch of proof: 
D is a vector space. For f E C(X) +, put S[f] := {x: f (x )  > 0}. Set .A := {Y: 1y 
D}. Then .4 is a a-algebra in X, containing S[f] for every f in C(X) + because 
1S[f]  = lira,, fl/n. I t  follows that .A contains the Baire a-algebra of X. Then D 
contains all Baire step functions, and D D Baire~(X).) [] 
Theorem 3.2. [5, Theorem 6.7] Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Then B(X) 
and B~(X)  are Dedekind and universal a-completions of C(X), respectively. 
Proofi Further on, we will have use for a slight extension of the theorem, and we 
may as well prove it right now. Let E be a sup-norm dense Riesz subspace of C(X); 
we show B(X) and B~(X)  to be Dedekind and universal a-completions of E. 
(I) First, the natural map E ~ B(X) is a a-homomorphism. Indeed, let 
f l ,  f2 . . . .  E E, f,, $ 0 in E. Then fn $ 0 in C(X), since E is order dense. I f f  :X 
R is the pointwise infimum of the f,,, then f E Baire(X) and {x: f (x) /> k 1} is 
very small for every k ~ N; so f ~ S(X). Consequently, f, $ 0 in B(X). 
(II) Next, let q) be a a-homomorphism of E into a Dedekind a-complete Riesz 
space F. We extend ~0 to a a-homomorphism B(X) ~ F. 
E being sup-norm dense in C(X) and F being uniformly complete, ~0 extends 
to a Riesz homomorphism ~ :C(X) ~ F. To show that ~ is a a-homomorphism, 
let f~, $ 0 in C(X). For each n there exists a g,, in E + with fn + 2-" lx  ~< gn ~< 
f,, + 2-n+l lx.  Then g~ $ 0 in E +, whence ~p(g,,) $ 0. But f~ <. g~, so ~(f~) $ 0. 
By the Yosida Representation Theorem [3, §45] there exist a compact Hausdorff 
space Y and a Riesz isomorphism w of idF[~p(lx)] onto a dense Riesz subspace of 
C(Y) with co(~p(lx)) = l r .  As idF[CP(lx)] is Dedekind a-complete, the range of co 
is all of C(Y), and Y is basically disconnected [2]. 
Now co o Yp is a Riesz homomorphism C(X) -+ C(Y), sending Ix to 1y. Hence, 
there is a continuous ;k: Y ~ X such that (co o ~o)(f) = f o )~ ( f  ~ C(X)). If Z is 
a very small subset of X, there exist f l ,  f2 . . . .  in C(X) with fn $ 0 and fn(z) >~ 1 
(z ~ Z) for every n; then fn o )~ = ~o@(f,,)) $ 0 in C(Y), whereas (fn o )~)(u) >~ 1 
(u ~ ) - l  (Z)) for every n; so ~.-t(z) is very small. It follows that the inverse image 
under )~ of any small subset of X is small in Y. Then the a-homomorphism g w-~ 
g o ~. of Baire(X) into Baire(Y) induces a a-homomorphism 7z :B(X) --+ B(Y). As 
C(Y) is Dedekind a-complete, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that C(Y) = B(Y). Thus 
we obtain a a-homomorphism co-1 o 7t : B(X) -+ F that extends ~o. 
(III) (Uniqueness of the extension.) If, in the above, ~pl and ~p" are a-homo- 
morphisms B(X) --+ F that both extend qg, then from the preceding lemma we infer 
that {f: ~o'(f) = ~0"(f)} is B(X), i.e., ~o' = ~o". 
(IV) The rest of the theorem is now a consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
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4. THE MAIN  RESULT  
Theorem 4.1. (See [5]) Every Archimedean Riesz space has a Dedekind and a 
universal or-completion. 
Proof. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space. 
(!) For any e c E +, by the Yosida Representation Theorem [3, §45] and by 
Theorem 3.2 (as extended in its proof), the principal ideal idE [e] has a Dedekind 
a-completion Be and a universal a-completion Be ~. We view Be as a subspace of 
Be ~, but to avoid confusion we indicate by le the embedding idE [e] --+ Be. Observe 
that by Lemma 3.1 Be is a a-dense ideal in B ~c and that le(e) is a weak unit in 
e , 
B~, generating the principal ideal Be. 
According to Corollary 2.2, Ie extends uniquely to a a-homomorphism Qe : E --+ 
B~. We have 
Qe(x)=suple(xAne) (xeE+) .  
n 
(A reasonable way to proceed from here would be to choose a maximal system 
(e(X))ZcA of pairwise disjoint elements of E +, to use the maps Qe(z) to obtain 
OO an embedding Q of E in the Cartesian product FIzBeIz) , and try to obtain a a- 
completion of E as some sort of closure of Q(E). In Section 6, however, we will 
see that this approach cannot work.) 
(II) Let e, f E E +. As By c is a universal a-completion of idE[f ] ,  the restriction 
of Qe to idE[f] determines a a-homomorphism 
Rf:  B? -'+ Be ~ 
with 
Rflu = Qe onidE[f] .  
(III) For every e in E +, R e is the identity map of Be°°. (Follows from the 
uniqueness of R f for f = e.) 
(IV) For e, f c E + we denote by Per the projection of the Dedekind a-complete 
space Be ~ onto the principal band generated by Qe (f). 
Claim. If  e, f ,  g 6 E +, then 
RfQf  = PefOe and RURgf = PefR g. 
Proof of Claim. For x c E + we have 
Rj o = (sup/ (x A ni ) 
= sup Rf l f (x  A n f )  
n 
---- sup Qe(x A n f )  
?Z 
= sup Qe(x) A nQe(f) = PefQe(x). 
n 
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Thus, RfQf  -- PefQe. From this, it follows that RfRgflg and PefRglg coincide 
on idE[g] (see II). As (Bg,  Ig) is a universal a-completion ofide[g], we may infer 
f g=pefR  g. [] Re Rf  
(V) The Qe (e e E +) combine to form a map Q of  E into 
n:= I-I 87 
ecE + 
by (Q(x))e := Qe(x) (x c E, e ~ E+). It follows from (IV) that the range of  Q is 
contained in 
n [3 := {to C I-I" R f ( to f )  = Pef(toe)  fo r  a l l  e, f e E+}. 
Observe that, in l-I, suprema nd infima of  countable subsets of  H [] are again 
elements of  H~; that H n is a universally a-complete Riesz space; and that Q, as a 
map E --+ H n is a a-homomorphism. 
(VI) For e 6 E + let He be the Riesz ideal o fH  D generated by Q(e). 
Claim. w w-> W e is a Riesz isomorphism of He onto Be. 
Proof  of  Claim. The Riesz homomorphism w w-> w e o fH  D into Be ~ maps He into 
Be because (Q(e))e = Qe(e) = Ie(e) E Be. I fw  ~ He and We = 0, then for every f 
in E +, wf  lies in the ideal of  B~ generated by (Q(e))f, so that wf = Pfe(Wf) = 
Ref(we) = R~(0)  = 0 .  Thus, w w-> We is injective on He. To prove that it maps He 
onto Be, take x in Be. The formula 1)f :=  Ref(x)  ( f  ~ E +) defines an element v 
of  FI. By (III) and (IV) we have 1) e = X and v c H D . It remains to prove that v e He 
and (as Qe(e) is a unit in Be) in doing so we may assume x = Qe(e). But then for 
all f ,  ijf = RefOe(e) = PfeO f(e) = Of(e), so v -- Q(e) ~ Be. [] 
(VII) Let H be the Riesz ideal of  H [] generated by Q(E),  i.e., H is the union of  
the increasing family of  spaces He (e c E+). Of course, H is Dedekind o--complete, 
and Q : E --+ H is a ¢r-homomorphism. 
Claim. (H, Q) is a Dedekind a-completion of E. 
Proof of Claim. Let ~o be a ¢r-homomorphism of  E into a Dedekind or-complete 
Riesz space F. For each e E E +, it follows from (VI) that (He, Q) is a Dedekind 
cr-completion of  idE[e], so there is a unique a-homomorphism (I)e ;H e "+ F 
with  ~eO = ~o on idE[e]. I f  e, f ¢ E + and e ~< f (so that idE[e] C ide[f]), 
then, by uniqueness, (I) e is the restriction of  ~f  to He. Therefore, there is a 
qb : H ~ F coinciding with (I) e on  He, for every e. Clearly, qbQ _- ~0 and qb is a 
o--homomorphism. 
Of  course, if ko : H --+ F is a a-homomorphism and ~P Q = ~o, then for every e in 
E +, gg = (I) e - -  (I) on He, SO • = qb. [ ]  
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(VIII) Let H be the o--ideal of H [] generated by H. Then H is universally 
~r-complete, and H is or-dense in H. With the aid of Theorem 2.1 one easily deduces 
from (VIII), above, that (H, Q) is a universal a-completion of E. [] 
5. CONSEQUENCES 
Our construction yields a number of observations, ome quite simple. Thus, if 
E ~ and E ~ are Dedekind and universal ~r-completions of E, then the natural 
maps E ---> E ~ and E ~ ---> E ~ (the latter induced by the map E --+ E ~ and 
the universal property of E ~) are injective, so that we may write E C E ~ C E ~ 
(which reflects the inclusions Q(E) c H C H of our construction). In this language 
we have the following. 
Theorem 5.1. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space, E ~ and E ~°° its Dedekind 
and universal a-completions, E C E ~ C E ~°°. 
(i) E ~ is the Riesz ideal orE ~ generated by E. 
(ii) The a-ideal of  E c~ generated by E ~ is E ~ itself. 
Theorem 5.2. (Situation of Theorem 5.1) Let D be a Riesz ideal in E. Then the 
Riesz ideal of  E ~ generated by D is a Dedekind a-completion of  D, the Riesz 
a-ideal of  E ~ generated by D is a universal or-completion olD.  
Proof. We fall back on the notations of the proof of Theorem 4.1, replacing E C 
E 'r C E ~ by Q(E) c H C H. 
Let ~o be a a-homomorphism of D into a Dedekind o--complete space F. For 
e E D + we have idD[e] = idE[e] and (He, Q) is a Dedekind ~r-completion fidE[e], 
so there is a unique cr-homomorphism ~Pe :He ~ F with ~0e Q = ~o on idD [e]. For 
e, f ~ D + with e ~< f ,  from the inclusion He C Hf  and from the uniqueness of 
q~e we see that ~0e = ~of on H e. AS the He (e ~ D +) form an increasing system 
whose union is id/4[Q(D)], there is a unique cr-homomorphism • :idH[Q(D)] ---> 
F extending all ~Oe (e 6 D+). Then qbQ = ~0 on D. It follows that idH[Q(D)] is 
indeed a Dedekind a-completion of D. 
The second part of the theorem is now a consequence of Theorem 2.4. [] 
Theorem 5.3. Every Archimedean Riesz space & a-dense in its Dedekind and 
universal a-completions. 
Proof. In the language of the proof of Theorem 4.1, what we claim is that Q (E) is 
or-dense in H and in H. Let us first consider H. 
Take a sequentially order closed subset L of H that contains Q(E); we prove 
L=H.  
For every e 6 E +, the isomorphism He ~ Be described in (VI) of the above proof 
maps Q OdE [el) onto Qe OdE [e]), which is le OdE [el) and therefore is o--dense in Be. 
(Consequence of Lemma 3.1.) Therefore, Q(idde]) is ~r-dense in He. But L n He 
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is sequentially order closed in He (easily seen from the fact that He is an ideal in H) 
and contains Q(idE[e]). Consequently, L N He ~ He. 
Therefore, L D (.Je He -- H. 
To prove that Q(E) is o--dense in H, take a sequentially order closed subset ~, of 
/7 containing Q(E). Then T, N/4 is sequentially order closed in H because H is an 
ideal in H, so L N H = H as we have just seen, and L = H because very element 
of H+ is the supremum of a countable subset of /4+. [] 
The Dedekind o--completion was made for extending o--homomorphisms, but it 
has a wider scope: 
Theorem 5.4. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space with a Dedekind o-- 
completion E ~ (containing E), and let F be a Dedekind o--complete Riesz space. 
Then every o--order continuous and order bounded linear map ~ : E --+ F extends 
uniquely to a a-order continuous and order bounded linear map ~ : E ~ --+ F; and 
is increasing i f  and only if  ~o is. Thus, the ordered vector spaces Ec(E, F) and 
£c(E ~, F) are naturally isomorphic. 
Proof. Let F * be a Dedekind completion of F (with F 6 ~ F). For any Riesz space 
H we set 
m := v'), : :  Cc(/4, v') 
We know that lib is a Dedekind complete Riesz space and H,. is a (projection) band 
in Hb [1, Theorem 3.7; 6, Theorem 8.4.2], whereas the natural map H ~ Hbb is a 
Riesz homomorphism (Tucker's Theorem [6, Theorem 83.19]). 
It follows that the natural map ~ : E --+ Ecb is a o--homomorphism, extending (by 
the definition of E ~) to a ~-homomorphism f2:E ~ ~ E~b. 
For ~0 ~ E~ define 7p : E ~ --+ F ~ by 
is linear and extends ~o; it is increasing if and only if go is. Ifx,z $ 0 in E ~, then 
f2(xn) $ 0 in Eeb = £b(Ec, F~), so (f2(x,))(~0) + 0 for all ~0 6 (Ec) +. Hence, ~ 
(E°)c for all ~o ~ Ec. 
Viewing £,.(E, F) as an ordered linear subspace of Ec, it follows that we are 
done if for every ~0 in gc(E, F) we have 7p(E ~) C F, because then 7p, as a map 
Ec --+ F, is c~-order continuous and order bounded. Now F is o--order closed in F ~, 
being Dedekind o--complete and full. Hence, for every ~0 ~ E~ we get that Cp-~(F) 
is o--order closed in E ~. For ~o ~ Z3e(E, F) we have, in addition, ~ I(F) D E, and 
therefore ~p-1 (F) = E ~ by Theorem 5.3. [] 
The analogous tatement for the universal o--completion of E and a universally 
o--complete F is false. (Let E := {x ~ •N: xn = 0 for n large enough}, F := ~ and 
q~(x) := ~,, xn.) 
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6. AN EXAMPLE 
We show that the Dedekind c~-completion as introduced by Quinn in [4] does not 
always have the extension property we desire. (It often does, however. See [5, §7].) 
For any set Z, let e~(Z)  be the Riesz space of all bounded functions on Z. 
Let X be an uncountable set. Let F be the Riesz subspace of g~(X x Q) 
consisting of all elements f for which there exists a (necessarily unique) f*  in 
e~(Q) such that the set 
{(x,q) E X x Q: f(x,q) ¢ f*(q)} 
is countable. Furthermore, let E := {f E F: f*  is continuous}. 
I fz E X x Q, then l{z } E E. It follows that E is order dense in g.~(X x Q) and that 
suprema in E are pointwise suprema. From that, one easily sees that g~(X x Q) 
and F are a Dedekind completion and a Quinn Dedekind or-completion of E. 
By C(Q) we denote the space of all continuous functions on Q, by C(Q) s its 
Dedekind completion. We view C(Q) as a subspace of C(Q) ~. 
Let fa, f2 . . . .  E E and f,, $ 0 in the sense of E. Then fn (z) $ 0 for all z ~ X x Q. 
I fq  E Q, there is an x in X with fi,(x,q) = f*(q) for all n, so f*(q) $ 0. Thus, 
f,* $ 0 in C(Q) (and even in got(Q)). 
We see that the map f w-> f* of E into C(Q) (hence, into C(Q) s) is a 
a-homomorphism. Suppose it extends to a cr-homomorphism co : F --+ C(Q) s. For 
g in g~(Q), let ~0(g) be the function (x, q) w-~ g(q) on X x Q; then ~o(g) E F and 
~o(g)* = g. Now ~o is a normal Riesz homomorphism g~(Q) --+ F and co o ~o is a 
a-homomorphism g~(Q)--+ C(Q) ~ with 
(co o (p)(g) = g i fg E £~(Q) M C(Q). 
However, for n E N and q E Q, define gnq in g~(Q) A C(Q) by gnq(t) := 
e -nlt-ql (t E Q).  Then SUpq inf,, gnq = SUpq l{q} = 1, but SUpq infn(co o (P)(gnq) =- 
SUpq inf,, gnq = SUpq 0 = 0 in  C(Q), hence  in  C(Q) a. Contradiction. 
(We briefly return to the parenthetical remark in part (I) of the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. In the above situation, let A := X x Q and let e()0 be the indicator 
function of the set {;.}; then (e()~))XeA indeed is a maximal disjoint system in E +. 
Every Be(CC~) is isomorphic to R, so the map Q essentially is the identity map 
E ---> R a. The suggestion in the proof of Theorem 4.1 is that the or-completion 
of E might be some (a-complete) space between E and R a. However, E is order 
dense in R a, so any a-complete space between E and R A must contain F, hence 
cannot have the extension property we look for.) 
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